Dumke Unveils Revolutionary’ Plan
By CRAIG TURNER
Special to the Daily
LOS ANGELES --A far-reaching plan to drastically
ilter undergraduate curriculwn and teaching methods in
he state colleges was unveiled by Chancellor Glenn S.
)urnke at the Board of Trustees meeting Jan. 26.
The chancellor’s proposals, which he termed "revoluionary," were presented to the trustees’ committee on
:ducational policy. Dr. Dumke asked that two task forces
e formed to work out specific ways to implement his
oard proposals.
Pilot programs for the changes could be launched as
any as next September, Dr. Dumke said.
Dr. Duinke’s proposals include:
Attempting to cut the time required to receive undergraduate degrees to three or three and one-half years.
Offering undergraduate degrees based on "academic
whievement," not necessarily measured by the accumulation of units or semester hours.

Library Tours

Charging tuition to a student for taking any units
which are not required by his major.
Developing a new means for providing workload
credit for faculty other than the present requirement of 12
teaching hours per week.
Expanding the use of the challenge examination.
Upgrading and expanding extension programs.
Late afternoon, evening and Saturday use of classroom facilities be extended.
Application of technology to education, with more use
of electronic teaching devices.
Budget Motivates Proposals
Although he said he was moved primarily by the need
for educational reform, Chancellor Dumke said fiscal
restrictions imposed on the state colleges by the state
budget also motivated the proposals.
"An average reduction of from only four to three and
one-half years between freshman admission and graduation would be equivalent to serving at least 12,500 more
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Operation SHARE needs
volunteers to be friends and
tutors for 300 kids from first
through twelfth grades.
Interested persons are asked
to visit Barracks 14 behind
Morris Dailey Auditorium
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
daily.
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Chancellor Duinke indicated that several pilot
programs could be initiated at various state colleges as
early as next fall, and he also said some colleges may
adopt the experimental programs on a large scale. Cal
State San Bernardino is a potential proving ground for the
proposals, Dr. Dunike said.
The two task forces, which will work out details of the
chancellor’s proposals, will be "fairl;: small," Dr. Dumke
said.
(inc task force will -examine the data and make recommendations for more efficient operation under current
practices."
The second task force will ’ recommend means for the
development of pilot programs and a timetable for implementing some of the basic changes.. outlined."
Dr. Dumke said the heart of the plan, which he has been
developing for several months, is applying graduate
systems to undergraduate education.
Continued on page 4.
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Take a tripto the library.
Students are invited to find
out what’s inside, where it is
and how the library can be of
help. Orientation tours will
open today and run through
Friday, Feb. 19. Times are 10
a.m., 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.

Wary of negative public reaction to
the October demonstration against
President Nixon here, SJS President
John H. Bunzel has asked that a Grand
. Jury report on the near riot be made
4public.
,
The requect was made to vindicate
SJS, its students, and San Jose cornagainst whom Dr. Bunzel feels
\munity
a atigma has been attached.
Following the pre -election demontration at the Civic Auditorium, which
waived about 1500 dissidents and 150
olice, a Grand Jury subcommittee
,und evidence indicating that felonies
id been committed.
1 An insuing investigation by the
jistrict Attorney resulted in no further
..dictinents other than the tour persons
who had already been arrested the
night of the incident.
In his statement Dr. Bunzel said:
"With the aid of my staff and the San
Jose Police Department, I made a
report to the public and the Chancellor
that W2 found no evidence our students
were directly responsible for acts of
Aolence against the President of the
United States.
"I feel confident that the Grand Jury
will substantiate our findings. Failure
o make the report public, however,
how’s lingering doubts to remain in the
ninds of many people who are ready to
alame senseless violence on college
students and only on college students.
-Our student body of more than
Z4,000 should have the right to be vindicated publicly. If the report should
ea nil tergaedai cant iontiisrtraf ti riiodninsigl l dt hbeenso t ihne
should
ned."
i ,e district attorney said over a week
that the report would not be rei
.
*he public.
’

students with only modest additional resources." the
chancellor said in a prepared statement.
At a late afternoon press conference, however, Dr.
Dumke admitted that he had not checked with the state
Department of Finance before releasing his plan.
Changes Urgently Needed
"Such changes," Dr. Dumke said, "complex and difficult as they are, are necessary. Our current systems,
effective as they have been in the past, are at this moment
on the edge of failure. The impersonality of the large institution, the sharp horns of our immediate dilemma
between quality and numbers, the unwillingness of our
clients, the students, to accept much longer the rigidities
of our present systemsall combine to force change upon
us.
"Let us make these changes as they should be made,
voluntarily and with careful planning, rather than having
them forced upon us, and let us carry on the state college
tradition of not being afraid of something new

1Gov. Reagan Slashes
.-"" State College Budget

PERPLEXEDA coed gives the traditional "What am I going to do now?" look as
she stands in line registering for classes. Hundreds of students found last week that
many of their classes were closed and had to do some fast thinking to rearrange
class schedules.

Professor Proposes
Abolishment of A.C.
Academic Council may abolish itself
if a resolution asking that the council be
done away with is passed at today’s
meeting in I.N 629 at 2 p.m.
Academic Council "has ceased to
carry out its original purposes,"
explained Prof. Bernie Weddel, author
of the resolution.
-Since the initiation of the Academic
Council the Council has every year
shown itself to act more irresponsibly,"
he continued. This lack of responsibility
comes from its not functioning to
"assist in an advisory capacity to the
president in operating the affairs of San
Jose State College."
Weddell, professor of business, is
presenting his resolution as an individual membvr of the Academic Council,
not as part of a committee action.
The Academic Council will also
consider two resolutions regarding
student evaluation of the faculty.

file within a reasonable period after
receiving this notification."
"The grievance procedures are new,
and many faculty members are not
familiar with them," explained the
writers of the resolution. "Faculty
members receiving notice of termination this fall may not have been aware
of deadlines for filing notices of grievances, and some faculty members
received false or confused information
about filing deadlines."
Increased student participation on
personnel committees may be in the
offing, pending approval of a motion
which would include students "at all
levels, dealing with recruitment, retention, tenure, and promotion." However,
the students would serve in a "nonvoting, consultative manner."
Academic Council meetings are open
to the public.

By RAY TESSLER
Daily Investigative Reporter
A state college budget increase of $5.4
million will have to cover the influx of
an additional 22,000 students into California’s 19-campus system as far as
Gov. Reagan is concerned.
The governor last week shook his
head at the $58 million increase requested by the state college Board of
Trustees, which consists largely of
Reagan appointees, and slashed the
system’s proposed budget to $316
million.
The governor contends that "with
proper administration, it will be quite
possible to admit all qualified California applicants" an anticipated
,nccease of nine per centwithin the
monies made available herein."
However, Reagan’s budget proposals, including no increase for the
University of California despite an
expected four per cent jump in enrollment, have been described as "irresponsible", "insensitive" and "inadequate."
The vocal 3500 member United
Professors of California charged that
Reagan is "deliberately trying to
destroy public higher education in California."
UPC contends that this fourth major
reduction in budget proposals in as
many years is expected to eradicate
1300 faculty positions.
The governor has urged college and
university professors to work longer
hours. He suggested an average of 12
hours of classroom work for college
instructors rather than the norm of ten
reported by the State Department of
Finance and nine classroom hours for
university professors rather than an
average of seven per week.
Such an increase "will not bring the
average teaching load above those
standards which have been considered
the norm," according to Reagan.
The governor was also accused by
UPC of insensitivity to the plight of the
poor because of his elimination of EOP
grants.
Commenting that Reagan’s statement was too general for interpretation, Dr. Hobert W. Burns, SJS
academic vice president termed the
proposed budget debilitating to
academic quality.
The most significant result of the

budget trim at SJS is the collapse of a
Chicano Master of Social Work program. "Here goes down the drain our
single highest academic priority,"
commented Dr. Burns.
Defending his financial planning,
Reagan noted an increase of $253
million available for higher education
since his first year in office.
About $415 million was granted the
year he became governor. "In the
current year it will exceed $668
million," he said.
"This...increase," Reagan continued,
"has outstripped the increase of enrollments and has also enabled higher

education to keep abreast of rising
inflationary costs."
Reagan’s analysis of the budget’s
adequacy flies in the face of UPC
claims that the 1971-72 allocation of
$1406 per student is 8.4 per cent below
last year’s sum of $1534. "Correcting
for inflation, the cut in state support per
student is 13.5 per cent."
He expects that "major adjustments" will be needed to handle the
additional 22,000 systemwide students
"with a disproportionate small increase in the support budget..."
Final determination on the governors
budget will come in the state legislature.

Tenured Professor
Fired by Trustees
By KAREN PETTERSON
Special to the Daily
LOS ANGELESIn action unprecedented in the 11 -year history of the
state college system, college trustees
have fired a tenured professor.
Dr. Ernest Eckert, former chairman
of the mathematics department at Cal
State Los Angeles was dismissed from
his post as associate professor by the
trustees at their January meeting.
In other action, Chancellor Glenn S.
Dwnke’s tenure revisions suffered a
setback as a final decision was postponed.
Dr. Eckert was charged with
accepting pay for a class he did not
teach. He was scheduled to teach a
remedial math class at Cal State during
the same hours he was reportedly
teaching an advanced class at the
University of Southern California. A
graduate assistant taught the Cal State
class.
MUCH DEBATE
Much debate focused on the acceptability of the use of graduate assistants
in the state colleges. The practice is
used extensively at the University of
California.
It was the finding of the hearing
officer in the case that Dr. Eckert used
the extra time gained "as an incentive

in the recruitment and retention of
distinguished faculty."
A three-member Disciplinary Action
Committee recommended Prof. Eckert
be given a written reprimand for his
"failure to discharge his duties as a
professor and department chairman."
The committee declared this failure
stemmed from "poor judgement and
mismanagement," rather than dishonesty.
The Board of Trustees, however,
went along with the recommendation of
Cal State President John A. Greenlee
and dismissed Dr. Eckert.
Although this marks the first time a
tenured faculty member has been fired,
it is not unusual for a tenured professor
to be "asked" to resign-_a request
generally granted.
VOTE FOR DISMISSAL
The vote for dismissal was 9-2, with
Trustee Edward 0. Lee and State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Wilson Riles abstaining. Dissenting
votes came from Trustees William
Norris and Phoebe Conley.
Norris, who termed dismissal "undeserved and disproportionate capital
punishment," claimed that the case
was "tried in the public press before it
was tried at the college level."
Continued on page 4.

EVALUATE FACULTY
One resolution would require the
department to evaluate the faculty with
consideration given to data systematically gathered from students. Each
department would devise its own
methods for faculty evaluation.
The second resolution asks that no
faculty evaluation be required at this
time because of the difficulty in
devising one uniform system of evaluation for all instructors in every department of the college.
Instead, Academic Council will be
asked to approve a new system of
rating instructors by teachers and to
allocate resources for the further
development of accurate faculty
evaluation procedures.
Grievance procedures for faculty
members will also be up for discussion’
at the Academic Council meetings.
RELAX LIMITATION
Academic Council will be asked to
approve a motion to relax the 20-day
time limitation for filing grievances to
the various grievance and disciplinary
boards.
A similar motion asks that all faculty
members whose jobs were terminated
this fall be notified of their right to grievance procedures and "be allowed to

NEW TOW -AWAY POLICYThe sight of a tow truck hauling away a ear will
become commonplace at SJS this semester due to a change in college policy.

Because citations has e failed to deter violators, Illegally parked cars will be towed
nuay ala minimum cost of Ei5 to the ialator.
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Editorials

Daily Policy-Quality
The Spartan Daily is not new. In fact, it has survived 37 years on the SJS
campus. And almost every year this newspaper is accused of being biased,
untair and inaccurate. We don’t believe this.
Although the staff is made up of students, the Daily considers them professionals. Before they enroll in staff, students are taught the ethics and codes of
journalism which are closely followed. Mistakes are made, but they are
immediately corrected.
The Daily is the only California state college newspaper which publishes five
days a week. It is the third largest newspaper in Santa Clara County with a
circulation of 10,000 and a budget reaching nearly $150,000. Consistently, Daily
reporters are awarded state and national journalism honors for the quality of
their work.
This semester we will make no major changes in policy. We will continue to
be respon. He, truthful accurat2, fair and, most of all, free from all restrictions. We will not be intimidatednot by any group or by any single person.
The Daily will give credit when credit is deserved and will criticize when
criticism is needed. We will endeavor to offend no one, but we will not withhold
news for fear of offending.
Opinions will be confined to the editorial page. These will be displayed in
several formseditorials, staff comments, letters to the editor and guest
rooms.
Editorial policy is decided upon by the editorial board, a seven-member
body of the Spartan Daily staff. The board is made up of the editor, managing
editor, news editor, associate editor, copy editor and two reporters elected by
the staff.
Staff comments can be written by any member of the Daily staff and are
their personal opinions.
Letters to the editor and guest rooms are accepted from any student, faculty
or staff member at SJS. Preferably, they should be typewritten on a 40-space
line, double-spaced, and must be signed with the author’s A.S. number
included.
As long as space permits, the Daily will print all the news which affects the
college community. The Daily has all the same functions, obligations and
responsibilities of any other newspaper. We will strive for excellence.

Profs Speak-OittDistinguished state college professors recently set a commendable
example. Sixty-seven professors -13 from SJSsigned a letter to Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke, asking him to re-examine his autocratic policies.
All 67 professors have received outstanding professor or distinguished
teaching awards.
The professors were "dismayed to witness during the past year a series of
policy recommendations and administrative actions that have stripped the
faculties of responsibility previously delegated to them. And we are alarmed
at the growing disregard for normal consultative and advisory processes in
favor of unilateral decisions."
The chancellor has formulated grievance and disciplinary procedures which
eliminate peer judgement and due process. He has taken the power to make
final decisions from college presidents, setting himself up as dictator of the
state college system. Campus autonomy has gone by the wayside with a wave
of Dr. Dumke’s hand.
The distinguished professors noted, "Autocratic policies pursued by the
central administration have too often spread to individual colleges." They
cited recent Fresno State incidents as examples of autocratic policies that
have reached individual colleges.
Fresno State has been troubled with the controversial firings of 13 teachers
and administrators. Attention has focused on the firings of English Department Chairman Eugene Zumwalt, and his assistant, Professor Roger Chittick.
Both administrators were locked out of their offices by armed campus police.
’None of us will be proud to teach in an institution in which dissent is
punished and authority is presumed to be unassailable," the distinguished
professors declared. "Nor can we teach well if we cannot teach proudly."
In the past. thousands of students and professors have allowed repressive
policies to fall on them without taking significant action. Exceptions are the
3.500 member United Professors of California and a few individual professors
who are fighting the policiesmainly through the courts.
The distinguished professors have set an example for the rest of the
academic community to follow. Most of these teachers are not radicals or even
political activists. What binds them together is their ability to teach and
obvious interest in public education. The chancellor cannot easily dismiss
their protest.
When a group as unorganized and nonpolitical as the distinguished
professors protests the chancellor’s policies, there is no doubt that reform is
urgently ncoded The action taken by the distinguished professors should
the academic community to fight those influences that are attacking
it- both from without and within.

Will It Ever End?
First it was Vietnam, then Cambodia and now, Laos. The expansion of a
foreign war by domestic politicians has taken place over the past year despite
the now angry cries of "peace" and "bring our boys home."
South Vietnamese Ambassador Pham Dang Lam stated at the Paris Peace
Talks that -The South Vietnamese People. cannot remain with its arms
0,,sed" as an in, reased threat to its security takes place by the presence of
North Vietnamese troops in Laos.
What he’s really saying is that his country, with American troops, will not
remain with "arms crossed."
Our officials have promised us that Vietnamese troops will soon be able to
stand on their own feet. But after the Ambassador’s statement, the United
States offered a new commitment to the South Vietnamese when it warned
-we will carry out alternative solutions to the conflict."
When will it ever end?
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Thrust and Parry

Fear vs Confidence; Books
Dumke Supporter
I have just finished reading

an
editorial that appeared in several State
College student newspapers advocating
the resignation of Chancellor Glenn
Dumke.
As President of the Council of California State College Alumni Associations, I cannot speak for all the
members of our organization. However,
I feel it should be noted that the Chancellor has provided leadership for the
State Colleges in times of dynamic
growth and during an era when higher
education has been subjected to undue
public criticism for the actions of a
minute minority of its faculty and
students.
If now is the time to criticize, let us
denounce the students who have
brought violence to our campus, the
politicians who have made higher
education a political
own self -edification, or even the public
who has negatively stereo -typed higher
education for the actions of a few whom
they saw on television.
If any individual of our State is truly
concerned about education, let him
stand up and demand that our legisiature finance educational institutions so
as to ensure the availability of quality
education to all our citizens.
The challenge for students, faculty,
administrators, trustees and all citizens
is simple - replace fear with confidence.
On one hand we must restore the
confidence of educators that the people

Staff Comment

The Other Half
By PA T FLAGG
"Governor Squeezecut,- a description
used in a recent Herb Caen column, is at
it again.
No raises for college or university
professors, but he does want them to
work harder. After all he states "it has
long been considered customary- for
state college professors to work 12
hours a week in the classroom and
university professors nine. This
statement by the governor completely
negates other important facts. He tries
to make persons believe that being a
professor is a cushy job.
Here are a few of the pertinent facts
the governor elected to leave out. A
good professor spends at least two
hours in preparation for each hour he
spends in the classroom; most institutions of higher learning require that
he spend at least nine hours a week on
non -teaching activities such as committee work. Office hours also fall into
the last category. This is the time set
aside so that professor and student may
confer with each other. These hours add
up to a 45 hour week, not a 12-hour
week that the governor implies.
It is well known in the academic world
that a professor puts more time in than
the official hours, for he is asked from
time to time to conduct workshops and
other activities. Also he must keep up on
the latest development in his field, because he knows if they don t, it is the
students who will suffer the consequences.
I hope those who read the governors
statement concerning the work hours of
the college and university professors
realized it was only half of the story.
Half of a story is sometimes worse than
the whole, a fact I believe is well known
and used by the Governor of the State of
California Ronald Reagan.

of California are committed to quality
education. On the other hand we must
remove the public’s fear by proving that
examination of widely divergent views
is not a contradiction of Ame, .can ideals
and values.
This is the task that lies before us. It
can best be accomplished by all concerned reaffirming the commitment to
quality higher education in Californ;a.
Very truly yours,
COUNCIL OF CALIFORNIA STATE
COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
Dennis J. Murray
President

Address Books
Editor:
As the new semester begins we would
like to make a suggestion to all students
who buy books. It is recommended that
’mounts pun rneir names, caresses dna ’
phone numbers in all of their books.
We get many books turned in to the
lost and found, and very few have either
a name or phone number with which we
can make contact with the owner.
If a book has a number we always
make an attempt to contact the owner.
So, please put this information in your
books immediately after buying them.
Larry Ballinger
Security Dept.

Guest Room

An Invitation
By PATRICIA MYERS
The following is an open invitation to
any of you who would like to do something meaningful, satisfying, and
valuable for another human being. It is,
further, an invitation for those of you
who have a minimum of two hours a
week in which you sit and wonder what
you can do that is useful and important.
This invitation concerns a program
called Operation SHARE. This is a
volunteer tutorial program in which you,
the college student, can become involved and really get to know a child or
a young person who needs a friend and,
perhaps, academic assistance.
If you realize that in technology we
are leading the world, but that in human
affairs and understanding, we have
failed miserably, and if you would like to
do something to bring about greater
understanding among human beings,
then perhaps Operation SHARE is the
program for you.
If you decide to care enough to act,
then come to Barracks 14, on campus,
and take a look at the description of
over 500 children and young people who
are waiting for someone to choose
them.
If you don’t care, or if you can’t take
the time, then just maybe you have no
right to complain about what is happening in your country or on your campus,
and possibly you have no reason to criticize others for their lack of compassion
and interest in other human beings.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, locrl, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Thrust and
Parry must not exceed 250 words, must
be typewritten, double spaced within 40space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB
number.

In light of Gov. Reagan’s new austere
budget and the present strained relations between the faculty and Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, it seems likely
that the chancellor’s proposals for
educational reform face tough sledding.
Its regrettable, because many of Dr.
Dumke ’a ideas ore, on the surface, goci
They are not particularly new. Ma
t up before and a
have been broi
being tried. Se,eral were part of the
Carnegie Commission recommendations, but they certainly deserve a try.
Despite Dr. Dumke’s insistence that
his reforms will save the state money,
the general reaction at the January
Board of Trustees meeting, where the
proposals were introduced, was that no
great savings will result.
SJS President John H. Bunzel struck a
common note when he said, "Ports of it
(the chancellor’s plan) will save money,
and ports of it, if done well, will cost
more .money."
While Dr. Dumke calls for the baccalaureate degree requirement to be
reduced from four to three or three and
one-half years, which would save
money, he also calls for more individual
instruction, which would indicate a need
for increasedteaching staff, thus, more

1

Gov. Reagan’s new budget only emphasizes how scarce money is. The state I
colleges, already underfunded and
facing increased enrollement next year,
will get only a nominal increase in
budget if the governor’s proposed
budget goes through the legislature.
There is little money for needed
research.
If the chancellor can get around the
funding problem, he will undoubtedly
face opposition from the faculty. His
proposals include a change from the
present method of measuring faculty
work load. (Professors are required to
spend at least 12 hours a week in the
classroom.) Faculty members want to
know exactly what will replace the 12 unit rule.
Educators in the state college system
have learned, through painful experience, not to consider Chancellor Dumke
their friend. His dictatorial policies and
actions too often have shown him TO be a
foe of academic freedom, and thus,
educational excellence. So, no matte
how attractive Dr. Dumke’s reform
look, the faculty wants to see exactly
how these proposals, , will be Ampler,
It would seem more logical that
reform begin at the bottom and work up,
but, in fairness to the chancellor, there
has been little but talk as far as reform
at the department level is concerned.
When fiscal restraints on the colleges
are as severe as they are now, it is a
good time for each department to look
at itself. Faculty must evaluate enrollment, curriculum, and alumni success
and decide which classes are needed,
and which are kept around only because
some professors like to teach them.
If this kind of reform could be coupled
with specific implementation of some of
the chancellor’s proposals, students
would be the real winners.
Cash and cooperation, however, are
the key words.

Poetry
!

Science
science is a concept
by which we measure
our ignorance
I’ll say it again
science is a concept
by which we measure
our ignorance
don’t believe in atoms
don’t believe in electrons
don’t believe in laws
don’t believe in theories
don’t believe in properties
don’t believe in models
don’t believe in particles
don’t believe in things
don’t believe in quanta
don’t believe in functions
don’t believe in entities
don’t believe in symbols
don’t believe in quantities
don’t believe in matter
don’t believe in ideologies
just believe in
And that’s reality
by randy berkmon
with due respects to John Lennon
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Soon A Reality

Bradley Introduces
New Tenure Plan

Tow Away Rule To Be Enforced

tenure has been in effect,
only one tenured teacher has
been fired, and that was only
last month.
We cannot further improve the caliber of the
teaching profession or the
quality of education in California," he added, "until we
rid ourselves of some of the
deadwood."
Bradley’s plan would put
community and state college
professors on renewable
contracts not to exceed four
years.
s"The bill differs from the
one I introduced last year by
providing a four year
contract period instead of
the two years I originally
recommended." he said.
Itsnog htahso sae pr o
vialreadysion
Pr-01:e eat
havi4 tenure by automatiIranian Cultural Week cally putting them on four NO DEPOSIT, NO RETURNTwo dogs in search of a tree
festivities opened today with year contracts. However, at find they have to settle for a pit stop instead. Their native
an art exhibit in the College the end of that period, they habitat was a victim of c(instruction. The canines represent
Union Gallery. Persian rugs, would have their contracts the only life forms on campus that avoided the registration
pictures, posters, clothing reviewed the same as lines.
and jewelry featured in the teachers without tenure who
Daily photo by Bruce Rozenhart
exhibit may be viewed from would be offered a one to
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. throughout four year renewable conthis week.
tract.
Persian students in native
"After a four year term of
dress will be on hand to an- office in the senate, I come
swer questions concerning before the people for re-elecitems in the exhibit. They tion based on the work I’ve
will also serve Baghdava done in the legislature. I feel
Believing every vacant ment and declared all
and tea near the exhibit.
it’s appropriate and not imposition to be "jeo- faculty vacancies to be "jeoA lecture and film on Iran- proper for them to have their faculty
pardizing the public in- pardizing the public inian history, literature and contracts reviewed in the
terest," Hobert W. Burns, terest." Thus, they all could
art will be presented Thurs- same manner."
academic vice president, has be filled.
day in the Umunhum Room
Bradley’s bill will be reThe change in hiring prachired several sorely needed
in the CU., 7 to 10 p.m.
ferred to the Senate Comtices was initiated by the
Authentic dances, songs, mittee on Education for con- instructors for this semester State Department of Finance
and music will be performed sideration, the same com- during the past two weeks. when it delegated its
The appointments were
Friday, Feb. 12 in the C.U. mittee which failed to remade possible by a 2-week- authority to the chancellor, a
ballroom from 7 to 11 p.m. A lease his bill last year.
spokesman for Dr. Dumke
pantomime play will also be
"I’ve gotten support from old memo from the chan- said. He then gave the power
presented.
other members of the senate cellor’s office, returning the
to the college presidents.
The performers are stu- and there seems to be a power of hiring to the local
Salary savings will be redents from Berkeley who considerable increase in colleges. The new positiolis
turned to the state’s General
were
permitted,
if
an
oath
have performed throughout interest on the question of
Fund. Salary savings are untenure," Bradley said. "This was signed declaring they
the Bay Area.
used faculty funds and could
were
"absolutely
There is no admission version should have a much
run about 61,000,000.
charge for any of the Iranian better chance of getting necessary."
Had these jobs not been
"We’re
not
in
the
shape
we
Cultural Week events,
through."
should be in, but it’s not an filled, many class sections
emergency," said Burns. "I would have been dropped.
would be surprised if we cancel more than four to ten sections," he added.
CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM
The reason for this
cautious optimism is the
thaw in the state freeze on
Striving to develop an procal exchange of work- hiring, announced late in Nointernationally educated traineeships offering prac- vember of last year in an
management, SJS’ Inter- tical management exper- attempt to solve the state’s
national Association of Stu- ience to complement the stu- financial crisis.
dents in Economics and dents’ theoretical education.
Early in January, the
Other objectives of the chancellor’s office anManagement (AIESEC) is
one of the unusual organiza- association encourage busi- nounced a small break in the
ness to become more respon- freeze. Hiring commitments
tions on campus.
AIESEC has been serving sive to the needs of society made prior to Nov. 30, 1970
the international manage- and to aid the economic and would be honored, and rement and student com- social development of the placements would be promunities through its educa- world.
vided for
faculty
on
Originally, AIESEC began sabbatical leave, research
tional programs since its
founding in 1948. One of its as an organization with a leave or leave without pay.
prime functions is the reci- traineeship program to Persons returning from
strengthen the community leave, who were scheduled to
and to apply students’ teach in the spring, would
theoretical management and also be rehired.
economics education to
New positions were to be
practical experience.
obtained through a request
AIESEC is presently try- to the chancellor’s office and
ing to focus on the applica- with approval of the State
tion of management to other Department of Finance.
Appointments could be obareas in addition to business
I
Jim Newcomber, ex-state such as the administration of tained only if the situation
dpartrnent expert on China hospitals, labor unions, "endangers the health and
fir five years and a graduate universities and city govern- safety of the public" or
"clearly leads to the
ot Columbia with a M.A. in ment.
Chinese affairs, will speak
stoppage of an essential
today at noon at the College
state service jeopardizing
Union Patio against the
the public interest."
JEOPARDIZING PUBLIC
I current escalation in SE
Asia.
When the power of apNewcomber is the first of
pointment was returned to
four prominent speakers
The National Science the colleges, Burns acted
sponsored by the San Jose Foundation has notified upon the chancellor’s state Liberation Front that are
Pres. John H. Bunzel that
scheduled to speak today, $14,747 has been granted the
Tuesday and Wednesday.
SJS Foundation for a science
Both today’s and to- training program for premorrow’s
demonstrations college students.
There will be a general
will be at noon on the College
Accompanying the notiUnion patio.
fication was a budget sum- seminar for all spring
Wednesday night, Banning
mary which showed the big- semester secondary student
Garrett, Asia Editor of
gest parts of the grant going teachers Monday, Feb. 11.
The seminar, requiring
, "Ramparts" magazine, will
to staff and director salaries.
The program will take attendance of all student
Ispeak about the latest developments of the SE Asian
place during six weeks of the teachers, will be held from 11
War at 7:30 p.m. at Newman
summer, as it has other a.m. to noon in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Center, 79 S. 5th.
years.
Revising a bill he had submitted a year ago, State
Senator Clark L. Bradley
1). -San Jose introduced
legislation last week which
would eliminate tenure in
community and state colleges over a four-year
period.
It is nearly impossible to
fire a teacher on the college
level, once he has attained
tenure," said Bradley. "In
fact, during the time that

Iranian
Sponso
Activiti es

Budget Thaw;
Burns Hiring

By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Staff Writer
Once upon a time in a not so-far -away faculty parking
lot, a shiney new car pulled
in and parked. A lovely
meter maid happened to be
passing and noticed the car
had no permit.
Calling this to the attention
of the owner, who was late
for class, the meter maid
was told to go ahead and cite
him. Expecting to find a
ticket on his windshield when
he returned, the owner was
surprised to find no citation.
He was even more surprised
to find no car.
This unhappy tale could
become reality this semester
for many car owners,
according to Bill Allison,
auxiliary enterprises
manager. Allison, who is in
charge of all parking on
campus, reports that the
parking committee has been
forced to crack down on
parking violators.
Every parking lot on campus has signs which state all
unauthorized cars will be
towed away. In the past,
citations were issued, but because this has failed to deter
violators, cars will be towed
away this semester.
TOW SERVICE
An agreement has been
made with the Shaller Tow

Service, 30 E. Julian St., to
remove illegally parked cars
on the request of five authorized persons on campus. So
instead of paying $2 for a
ticket, the parking violator
will have to pay a $15 towing
charge plus $2.50 a day for
storage.
Allison stressed the tow
company will not cruise SJS
property in search of illegally parked cars and that
there would be no charge if
the lawful owner arrived
while his auto was being
towed away.
According to Allison, his
main concern is the safety
factor. Driveways and walkways
ar,
sometimes
blocked, which prevents fire
trucks and other safety
vehicles from reaching
certain areas.

Faculty members and construction workers as well as
students have forced this
change, according to Allison.
The lots around departmental offices and the
student union, and blocked
Streets, are the main
problem areas.
Allison does not foresee the
new garage as an absolute
cure for the parking problem. The 2,000 cars it will
accommodate will raise the
number of spaces available
to 4,700. With 25,000 students
and 2,500 employees, the
problem will not be alleviated.
Allison stated there is a
proposal in the chancellor’s
office to provide one parking
space for every two people at
SJS. Hopefully, this would
occur in 1976.
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Until a permanent solution
is found, Allison said, "We
want the students to be
aware of what can happen. to
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JCs, State Colleges
Unify in General Ed.

State Colleges Transistion
Non-Affective in Universities
entered college unsure of cellence, significant eventual savings should result."
their major.
At
the
same time, the
Commenting on the economic aspects of the pro- chancellor announced that
posals, Dr. Duinke said: he has directed his staff "to
"What I am proposing prepare a detailed analysis
should result in a number of of costs, by subject field, by
economies. These will not be major, and by schools and
evident at once and will have divisions and by degrees,
little impact in 1971-72. These both undergraduate and
are not designed to affect the graduate...
"We will make a careful
next budget. But, thereafter,
they should be quickly analysis of these data to decumulative in economic termine whether costs of
benefit.
some programs can be reduced without loss of quality,
’Therefore, while my and whether it is unsound to
chief reason for these pro- continue certain programs
posals is educational ex- at some colleges."

Continued from page 1.
The chancellor said the
state colleges could make
the transition to the new
programs without similar
changes in the University of
California or the state’s
community colleges. Dr.
Dumke admitted, however,
that students transfering
from two-year institutions
would have to adopt to the
new changes.
The program would abandon what Chancellor Dumke
called the lock -step, timserving practice of offering a
degree based on the accumulation of credits, hours,
semesters and classes
attended. I propose that we
offer, instead, degrees based
on academic achievement,
carefully measured and
evaluated by competent
faculties."
Dr. Dumke indicated,
however, that many students
would continue in the present
standard
course-accumulation system. The new
system, he argued, would
free faculty to teach these
students as well on a more
individual basis.
INDEPENDENT STUDY
Those students electing the
new program would follow
independent study, with the
ability to challenge entire
programs through examination,
’Comprehensive examinations should also be established in all major fields
of knowledge which the colleges offer. The objective
should be that a student need
not complete a certain number of units to meet degree
requirements, but could instead secure a degree based
on a proven achievement
level at any time that he
feels competent, with the
help of faculty advisement,
to subject himself to such an
examination," Dr. Dumke
said.
"Classes would be available, as in the past, for those
students who feel this need,
but the total campus would
become a resource for learning, with people, books, electronic gadgets, and advisement available for those who
wiLiti to learn, but with much
mire initiative demanded of
the stutlihr ’himself," the
chancellor added.
CHARGING EFIFECTIVE
Chancellor Dumke proposed that the system of
charging for the full cost of
instruction for classes beyond major requirements
take effect in the fall of this
year. He added, however,
that exceptions would be
made for students who
changed their major or who

* * *

Bunzel Endorses
Dumke’s Revisions
intellectual challenge and in
many cases a waste of
time," the president said.
Dr. Bunzel also endorsed
the chancellor’s suggestion
for a broader use of the challenge examination. He said
presently, the use of the
challenge examination is not
encouraged enough.
This might be one point of
opposition to the chancellor’s
proposals, Dr. Bunzel indicated. Some instructors
might resist having their
class open to challenge, he
suggested.
ACADEMIC GHETTO
The SJS president was also
enthusiastic about the chancellor’s proposal to upgrade
the state college extension
program. Calling it an
"academic ghetto," Dr.
Bunzel said it will take a
"tremendous amount of
turning around," but that the
extension program can be
one method of bringing more
older people into the state
college system.
"I feel very strongly that
higher education should be
for people of all ages," he
said. If extension programs
would confer a degree, this
might be accomplished, he
intimated.
.
Dr. Bunzel pointed to the
educational record of World
War II veterans as an exDr.
Bunzel
outlined ample of educational exseveral educational reforms cellence.
that may be tried at SJS. One
Returning G.I.s, he said,
possibility would be having a compiled "a remarkable
high school in San Jose allow academic record."
seniors with outstanding
If students have some time
academic records to do their away from formal education
senior work at SJS.
following
high
school
"I’ve long believed that graduation, they "have some
the last year in high school time to think more deeply
for many students is not any about college," he said.

SJS President John H.
Bunzel has expressed cautious support for Chancellor
Glenn S. Diunke’s proposed
renovations in state college
undergraduate
education.
"I hold very strongly in
trying to make some of the
changes the chancellor has
talked about," Dr. Bunzel
said.
The SJS president indicated that he is interested in
starting some pilot programs along these same
lines at SJS.
Dr.
Bunzel
warned,
however, that the chancellor’s programs may run
into stiff opposition, and that
such changes cannot be
made overnight. He proposed that pilot programs, as
Dr. Dumke has suggested,
be used to test some of the
proposals.
"I’d settle for trying to
turn the state college system
a degree or two instead of
holding out the possibility of
a 90 degree turn," Dr. Bunzel
said.
IMPOSSIBLE
While supporting the idea
of starting several pilot programs at different state colleges, Dr. Bunzel said "no
state college can do all of this
tight new. That’s impossible."

Trustees Fire Tenured Prof
Continued from page 1.
Norris also cited "indiscreet and improper efforts
by a state senator to make
this a political issue." He
was apparently referring to
Sen. John Harmer who had
made several comments
on the Eckert case.
disfaculty
Another
ciplinary case, that of Dr.
James Freeman, psychology
professor at Cal State San
Bernardino, was returned to
the college by the trustees.
Dr. Freeman was charged
with falsifying information
on faculty visitation reports,
claiming he had observed
other professors when he had
not visited their classes.
His case was returned to
the Disciplinary Action
Committee, which had previously recommended Dr.
Freeman be dismissed, on
the grounds that the hearing

the three proposals had been
defeated by the faculty and
staff affairs committee.
A special meeting of the
committee was scheduled
for Feb. 23 to discuss the
tenure problem further. It
was also suggested that the
college presidents and the
Academic Senate try to
resolve their differences in
their stands on tenure.
The presidents support all
SDS will meet tonight to the chancellor’s proposals,
protest what it terms the while the Academic Senate
"racist" policies of Dr. John agrees with the stand taken
W. Gilbaugh, professor of by the trustee committee.
education. The meeting will
The proposal passed
be held in the Almaden by the committee prohibits
Room of the College Union at non-tenured faculty mem7 p.m.
bers from serving on tenure
Dr. Gilbaugh recently decision committees.
supported the court action of
Proposals to increase the
Edward A. Blaine, San Jose probationary period to seven
businessman who brought years and to restrict tenure
suit against SJS to depoliti- to only full and associate
cize the campus.
professors were rejected.
officer in the case had made
a judgement of guilt in his
findings.
The Board postponed final
action on the chancellor’s
tenure revisions, after two of

SDS Plans
Meeting

DR. TED BENEDICT
Dean of Planning

Benedict
Named
Dean
Dr. Ted W. Benedict,
chairman of the Speech Communications Department has been named dean
of academic planning by
College President John II.
Bunzel.
As dean of academic
planning, Dr. Benedict will
act as liaison between the
academic and executive vice
presii:ents, regarding registration,
research,
admissions, and computer use.
Dr. Benedict will also
make recommendations for
improvement of budget processes, development of an
anticipated system of program budgeting, developing
faculty allocation formulas,
assignment of office and instructional space, maintaining records of faculty work
loads, and compiling tne
Schedule of Classes.
The first dean of academic
planning was Dr. Edward J.
Harrington, who held the
post until August, 1970. The
position has been vacant
since then.
Dr. Benedict became head
of his department in 1969
after five years on the
faculty. Before that he
served as director of the
Communication and Media
Research group. He was also
vice chairman of the Graduate Committee, and a special
assistant to former Acting
President H. W. Burns in
1969.

By DAVID CRAWFORD
Special to the Daily
A change in the State College Education Code is
making it possible for a
junior college transfer to
complete all general education before transferring to a
state college.
The code change became
effective Sept. 1, 1969.
Under the Code, the state
college or the community
college may certify completion of general education.
The state college must
accept the junior college
certification of general
education requirements.
This information is provided in a three -page policy
statement prepared by Dr.
Ralph R. Cummings, associate dean of undergraduate
studies.
It
is
titled
"Academic
Advisement
Information," and it presents the options under the
code for completing the
general education program.
TWO OPTIONS
Dr. Cummings verified
that the transfer has two
options to complete general
education.
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Speech 20 as general education requirements. The P.E.
units cannot be counted in
general education, but are
still needed for graduation.
TURMOIL
Dr. Cummings said the
code was changed because
the junior colleges were in
turmoil over whether their
courses would meet specific
requirements.
"The change was an outgrowth of the demand for
unification and assurance to
the junior college that their
plan would be accepted," he
said.

VELCOME BP!!!

Lines
Create
Hassel
"Psychology 102section
2 is closed," and "sociology
156section 3 is closed;" the
annonymous voice over the
loud speaker told thousands
of students waiting in line to
register for the spring
semester. Only the rustle of
paper and a few spoken
words can be heard in the
endless registration lines.
"Students should be given
one unit for registration,"
said one student who had
been waiting in line for 5,-2
hours.
When the registration lines
begin to move, the student’s
pace quickens and he forgets
the friendly people he met
while standing in line those
many hours. Once inside the
gym, it’s everyone for
himself.
"Thank God I got to prereg
in my major," said one
student who could not get
some of the general education courses she needed.
"It is truly a living nightmare," and "now I know
what a bad trip is," are just a
couple of the many comments heard as people
scurry from one department
line to another.
As students fled the scene
of confusion, frustration and
exhaustion, it seemed appropriate that the literature
handed out by campus
ambassadors "the bridge
over troubled waters."

at SJS, transfers from fouryear collu.es and out-ofstate junior colleges must
follow the SJS general
education plan.
SJS students following a
junior college plan must
complete English 1A, Speech
20, and two units of P.E. in
four separate semesters for
graduation. For these transfers, the courses are termed
"college graduation requirements," according to Dr.
Cummings.
He added that students
following the SJS plan
complete English IA and

"The student may elect to
remain on the junior college
plan, or he may elect to meet
the state college plan," he
said.
If a transfer chooses the
state college plan, the
admissions office prepares a
checklist to determine progress in general education.
If the transfer decides to
complete the junior college
plan, the college’s registrar
must certify to the state
college ( admissions) the
"extent to which the student
has completed general
education
requirements,"
according to the Code.
CERTIFICATION
The transfer may finish
the plan at a state college if
he has not completed it in
junior college. The state
college then certifies that
completion of the program.
"At SJS, we feel it is only
fair to allow completion of
the plan started at junior
college," said Dr. Cummings. "It gives the student
some assurance that when
he starts a plan, he should be
able to complete it."
Dr. Cummings noted that
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Exclusive French Films
To Flicker on Weekend

EVENINGTOWN

Student Stars, Steppenwolf Back
the San Jose Symphony week at the Geary in a new 8:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Association.
production directed by EdAdmission to the dance ward Hastings.
* *
*
concert at 1545 Market will
The 8:30 performances of be $3.00 Thursday and SunThe overture to the opera
"Iphigenia in Aulis" opened the comedy -dramas by the
day and $3.50 Friday and
the San Jose Youth Sym- Fresno -born author will con- Saturday.
phony’s 18th season yester- tinue Feb. 13, 15, 16, 17, 18,
Springing from the John
day, conducted by Eugene 19, 20, 24 and 27. The Feb. 13
1967
in
band
Mayan
performance is scheduled
Stoia.
England, Fleetwood Mac has
C. Saint-Saens’ "Carnival for 2:30 p.m.
evolved from Chicago-style
of the Animals" and the
The Saroyan play brings
blues to softer, more melodic
symphonic poem, "The together a gallery of lowlife
blues -rock. ’rhe group’s
Moldau" by F. Smetana in an Embaracadero saloon
singles, "Albatross" and
were also on the program. for a unique portrait of a
"Oh, Well" became number
The piano parts of "Carni- way of life which was to
one hits in England.
val of the Animals" were vanish forever with the onFolk underground singer played by concert pianist slaught of World War II.
guitarist Tom Rush has
John Delevoryas and Dr. Tickets are available at most
broken through to the
Richard Sogg. Mr. Dele- agencies.
general public with his latest
voryas is a professor of piano
CONCERT
LP’s, "Tom Rush" and
at SJS. Both pianists have
Steppenwolf, The Buddy
"Wrong End of the Rainchildren playing in the or- Guy -Junior Wells Blues
bow."
chestra.
Band, Cold Blood and
A Harvard graduate, Rush
MUSICAL
Shiva’s Headband will first recorded with Boston’s
Regular performances of appear at Winterland, Post
"The Roar of Greasepaint, and Steiner, Friday and
The Smell of The Crowd," Saturday nights by the light
presented by the San Jose of Spontinuity. Advance $3.50
Music Theatre, will begin tickets are available at DisFriday evening at 8:30 in the count Records in San Jose.
Montgomery Theatre.
This will be Steppenwolf’s
The "gets" and the first appearance in San
"have-nots" meet in this Francisco since 1968 when
Broadway Musical Pro- the young Rhythm and Blues
duction and discover that Rock group, Cold Blood, was
neither can play "The formed there.
Game" successfully alone.
Guitarist Buddy Guy and
They band together to share harmonica player, Junior
load.
the
Wells first recorded together
One of the "gets" is Sir with Muddy Waters in Chiportrayed by Richard Brown cago. Now after touring
and the "have-nots" is por- seperately the two are back
trayed by Doug Hagdohl in together with the addition of
CAROL LONG
the form of Cocky.
another guitar, sax and
...chilling ghost.
The musical will continue drums.
Shiva’s Headband, playing
Saturday and the following
Reservations are required weekernd at Market and San its first major engagement
for this Santa Clara Players Carlos streets. Tickets can in San Francisco, has reproduction -296-2857.
be obtained from the Santa leased one Capitol Records
* * *
Clara Valley Box Office ( 296- LP, "Take Me to the Mot.n"My Sister Eileen" by 7866) or the SJM Box Office.
tains."
Joseph Fields and Jerome
By WAYNE SALVATORE
Chordorov will open at the
Special to the Daily
King Dodo Playhouse Friday
Elvin Bishop simply has
evening at 8:30 with champagne.
got it on with his brand new
The play tells of two sisters
A ,N,
album entitled "Feel It."
’I who go to New York seeking
There aren’t enough words
’
fame and fortune. The girls
to describe the impact of
fall into the clutches of the
Bishop’s staggering guitar
landlord Appopolous.
solos, and the singing of Jo
Through their basement
Baker, black blues artist.
window, the life of The VillBishop journeyed to the
age flows by and sometimes
Bay Area a couple of years
in, in an unwelcome deluge.
ago after breaking up with
Below them, the blasting
the legendary Paul Butterfor a new branch of the subBand.
Blues
field
way goes on day and night. A
Playing mostly around the,
riewbpaperman,
five
Bay Area, the group can be
Brazilian naval officers, a
seen often and are worth the
magazine editor and a
time to "feel" their lively
barrage of angry parents
sound. At Stanford over a
make a very funny show.
month ago, Bishop preceded
The comedy will be rethe Moody Blues and cerpeated Saturday evening and
tainly got themselves and
SIR AND COCKY
the capacity audience toIwill then alternate with
...play "The Game."
"Dream World" through
gether.
May 6th, The King Dodo
Jo Baker has really made
ART
In the light of God’s Eye;
Playhouse is located at 12378
a hit with the group as well
Villa Montalvo’s new Pipe, Keystone and Comfort as the fans. Fast becoming
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road in
Saratoga. Opening night group show opened last week will appear at 8:30 in Fill- one of the best blues soloists
tickets are $4.00. Regular and will continue through more West’s audition -jam around, she epitomizes that
performances are $3.00. Feb. 28 with paintings by San session tomorrow night. Ad- "Bishop feeling" best in ’I
mission is $1.
Reservations can be ob- Jose husband and wife
Just Can’t Go On.’
* * *
tained by calling 294-1393. team, Larry and Jane BurnChepito Areas and Mike
MUSIC
Also at Fillmore West, Carabello of Santana accomham.
Mrs. Burnham, whose Crimson Madness will shed pany
Auditions for instrumental
on
band
the
oeloists to appear with the awards include the Santa its light on Fleetwood Mac,
’Hogbottom,’ and supply the
I ’,
San Jose Youth Symphony Cruz and Santa Rosa state- Tom Rush and Clover Thurs- Santana type backup which
’ I Orchestra performance on wide shows, the de Young day through Sunday from
is renowned in many of
May 2, 1971 will be held on Museum and the University
,
Feb. 20 at 9 a.m, in room F-6 of Santa Clara, paints in oil,
of the San Jose City College acrylics and watercolor.
Department.
Potter and Painter Larry
pilMusic
Two players, one pianist Burnham has taken awards
i’’’and one instrumentalist will in the Society of Western
f bitww chosen to perform Artists competition and the i.avs:Istil om’ V ta CSC atww",
faculty, stet. and
Iwith the orchestra. Appli- Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa
lorrodlaT totally
cation, in writing, naming shows.
instrument and composition
The Saratoga gallery is
NO ME143E04IIIP FEES
to be played may be made to open from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
%quaff’
Eugene Stoia, orchestra con- daily except Monday.
ductor, in care of the departSAN FRANCISCO
SPRING PROGRAM
ment by any student who will
THEATRE
Oar ear
DOS
not have reached age 19 by
Saroyan’s "The Time of
04.14.4. angel. to London
’,arca 70
1,,,o.00
May 1.
Your Life" joined the reperAoltli 75
0.1.0 LOS Angol. to Affistord.
Applications are available tory of the American Conserfrom City College as well as vatory Theater ( Act) last
SUMMER PROGRAM
THE VALLEY
THEATRE
SJS Master’s Candidate
Carol Long plays Miss
Giddens, the governess, in
William Archibald’s chilling
ghost story "The Innocents,"
which opened last week at
the Triton Museum, Santa
Clara.
The play, directed by
Armand Plato ( "The Haunting of Hill House" and "Wait
Until Dark") of Los Gatos,
will continue Feb. 12, 13, 19
and 20 at 8:30 p.m.
Florence Abbott ( best
in
actress
supporting
"Janus") plays Mrs. Gross,
the housekeeper. The two
children, possessed by
ghosts, are played by newcomers Greg and Alice
Douthwaite, ages 11 and 8.

SJS will host one of the
four exclusive west coast
showings of seven new
French films this weekend in
room 141 of the Journalism
Building.
Heading off the three-day
festival Friday afternoon at
3:30 will be "Le Samourai"
1967), directed by Jean
Pierre Melville. It is the
story of a professional killer
who lives by the ancient code
of the Samourai.
"Ramparts d’Argile" begins at 7:30 p.m. Friday. Its
director, Jean-Louis Bertucelli will present together
with other personalities of
the French Onema. This film
deals with Algerian independence.
"Elise ou La Vrai Vie," directed by Michael Drach,
will be shown Saturday at
3:30 p.m., followed at 7:30 by
the double feature, "

Unicorn folk club in the early
1960’s during the folk music
revival of that period.
Muir Beach in Mann
County provided the setting
for the formation of Clover
four years ago. Clover will
be making its second Fillmore appearance.
CINEMA
Radio Station KPFA in
association with the Patrons
of Art and Music and the
M.H. de Young Museum
Society will present the
Pacifica Film Festival
beginning Thursday at 7:30
p.m. at the de Young
Museum Auditorium in
Golden Gate Park.
-By Tony Roegiers
Daily Entertainment Editor

and
Comme Mathieu"
’’1.’Eden Et Apres," directed
by Jean Francois Adam and
Alain Robbe-Grillet.
Sunday will feature "Le
Claire de Terre" at 3:30 p.m.
alid "La Maison des Bones."
The directors are Guy Giles

FEED YOUR TUMMY
AND

YOUR HEAD!
7 19
11th & San Carlos

414.71-

OVER 140 POSTERS
BUMPER STICKERS
INCENSE
COMPLETE LINE OF PAPERS
SCENTED CANDLES
BLACKLIGHTS
Special -48" was 24.95
Now 21.95 & poster

Fresh Produce
Coldest Beer In Town
Large Wine Selection
Hot Sandwiches
Tamalitas

’FEEL IT’ REVIEW

Elvin’s Guitar Solos Staggering
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Frustrating, Isn’t It!
Choosing a career is difficult -you may not be ready to commit
’ourself to a "Career" yet -so
why not consider -playing the
Mild", you can even earn an eir
&silent salary while you’re doing il

Sawyer

College of Business has
been helping women learn the
Molls necessary to become sec.
eateries and administrative assist
IOW since 1916; we’ve graduated
Over 250,000 women since then
Many of our graduates remained
secretaries; others with their business backgrounds behind them,
started their own businesses, still
others started in a secwitarial ca decoy in a field that interested
than and moved up to the "real
thing" -as fashion designers. advertising copywriters and even,
Ilves corporation officers. and so
on. Others, finding a profession
that seemed of real value to them,
went back to college end graduate
school and became attorneys,
some
teachers and arCIIITOCIS .
became rich wives
e big world, and yChere gat a
o.. r
IreellendotiS variety .1

July 2
Aug, 5e

June 241
A.... 24

Name

City

Zip
A9r

Ams444104

oahranart .0.

L.A. to Amstar...
A ,,,,, dam to L.A.

LOS
CAR
SAN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

OPEN 24 HOURS
"WE NEVER CLOSE"

Art Cleaners
One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Cakei
’
Our SpecialtA9

Featuring a Wide Supply of Munchies

400 E. SANTA CLARA

"Work of Art"

293-4900

HAS

USED OR NEW TEXTS
FOR

YOUR CLASSES

i

WE ALSO
11th.
CAL BOOK CO.
457E. SAN CAR LOS
10th.

5204.00

PRICES FOR
USED BOOKS!

17.0.(in
5709.e0
4Wa. falt

PAY TOP

SJS

1791.00

atto tort so ,,,,,, ror
171e.ne

tot, .0 Los A4mres

to Aoyittrelta

TT.C.<0 .0 N. tort
s. a. To
s.

far ,eA
cnima

1100.00

.A. rc ANSTOTORN

tio.artL.A. to London

Sawyfr College,giusiness

Street

GOOD VIBES
GOOD VIBES

1799.00

at

Day or Evening Classes
Budget Tuillon Terms
Free Lifetime PIACement Service

244-6400

songs; they have changed the
repertoire substantially to
deliver a tight, well organized sound. This group
is on its way up and will be
heard for a long time to
come.

SW, tt
June To
Aw.

If you’re not Sure of where you’re
going, or even where you want to
go, call, write or visit the Sawyer
College of Business today, the
information you will receive is
free - it could prove invaluable
and after all it’s your life

4585 Stevens Creek Bird , Dept
101, Santa Clara, California 95050

TO ,,,,,,
nek iana

.../OatriaAe to ,,,,,
ArstTd. To L.A./Oakiamd

choose from -prepare to make
an intelligent decision based on
sour own experience by entering
first a field that will allow -you to
actually get into the world, in
nearly any field you might be in.
Wrested in - to see how it really
works

their cuts.
Pat, June and Anita comprise the Pointer aisters who
help Jo Baker and the rest to
stomp, clap and generally
have a good time. Singing
backs up vocals on several

5791.00

Trry,

4314

rvrese Jew

and Jacques Doniol-V,a1croze.
Admission is $1.03 for single feature, $1.50 for double
and $5.00 for all seven.
Tickets for the all color festival are available in Building
N.

’it,

...... ROO 111040.uto.S44

at

-aateartl, ontotaytlas..:Orrlas. .....

NEW LOCATION
33 E San Fernando
San Jose
Phone 287.8240

Student Services West, Inc.

5,20.00
r9.0o
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CAL BOOK
457 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
BETWEEN 10th. & 11th.
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Gymnasts Defeat Three
Opponents During Break
By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Editor
The indoor track schedule
kept several SJS tracksters
busy during the semester
break. Over the break, SJS
spikers participated in the
Examiner Games at the Cow
Palace in San Francisco,
the Oregon Invitational in
Portland, the Knights of
Columbus meet in New York
and the Seattle Invitational.
Against strong fields at
the Knights of Columbus and
Seattle meets last weekend,
Spartan tracksters did not
fare well. Things were a
little better at the Exam-

iner and Oregon meets.
At the Cow PalaceSpartan
Chuck Sundstem placed
third in the long jump with a
leap of 23’134i". George Carty
was fifth in the 60-yard high
hurdles with a 7.4 clocking.
The SJS mile relay team of
Elmo Dees, Carty, Jim Love
and Len Gaskill was third at
3:26.7. Spartan assistant
coach Lee Evans won the 440
in 48.8.
Against a strong field at
Portland, Kirk Clayton won
the 60-yard dash in 6.1, the
fastest indoor time this
season.
"Kirk
looked

IOffensive Line I
Coach Chosen

fantastic. He’s stronger than
ever and should have a great
season," commented SJS
first year coach Ernie
Bullard.
Carty placed fourth in the
60 yard high hurdles with a
7.25 clocking. Bill Crawford
leaped 6’6" in the high jump
for sixth place.
At the College of San
Mateo All-Corners Meet, SJS
shot putter Greg Born, last
year’s state JC champion,
had his best ever mark with
a throw of 55’93/4". Gary
O’Sullivan threw the discus
162 feet.

Clayton Grabs Sprint
At Oregon Invitational
By BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Wrioter
Action continued for the
SJS gymnastics team in
three meets during the semester break. The Spartans
defeated Stanford 146-134, on
Jan. 30, the University of
Nevada at Reno 127-113, on
Feb. 5, and the University of
Oregon 144-139, but in the
same meet on Jan. 23, lost to
the University of California
at Berkeley, 159-144.
The meet against Stanford
was a real high point for the
season, and the scores
clearly showed the Spartans
constant improvement. Joe
Sweeney received his best
all-around score of the year,
51.20. Jim Turpin performed
his extremely difficult
double front vault to take
first in vaulting, with Mike
Cooper, taking second and
Sweeney taking third, giving
SJS its highest score ever in
that event.
Also notable was the fact
that although Eric Havstad
was injured and could not
compete on side horse, SJS
still captured 1st and 3rd,
in an event that is not particularly strong for them.
Additionally the score

JIM TURPIN

Six Conference Encounters
Remain For Winless Cagers
By RICH KENDALL
Daily Sports Writer
Eight athletes remain on
the SJS varsity basketball
squad with six games remaining this season.
The Spartans, coached by
Danny Glines, get back into
action after semester break
on the road this weekend in
Southern California. Friday
night they invade San Diego
State, and hope to get even
with the Aztecs for a semester break defeat here 102 to
83.
Unbeaten in conference
play, defending Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
champion, Long Beach State
49ers host the 2-18 Spartans
Saturday night.
The 49ers trounced the
Spartans here January 30,
91-61. Jerry Tarkanian’s
team is led by senior George
Trapp, 6’7 sophomore guard
Ed Ratleff and junior foreward Chuck Terry.
The Spartans, winless in
conference play, had four

players leave the team
during semester break. Ron
Eleby a 6’8 junior from Hartnell JC quit along with
Reggie Morris, ’..juy Hamilton and Ray Peterson.
Glines commented, "Both
Eleby and Morris quit because they felt they were not
playing enouigh. Both felt
they were better than the
others and that they should
be
starting.
Hamilton
dropped out of school before
the end of the semester. I
don’t know about Peterson.
He took finals and I haven’t
heard from him since."
Before the season started
the team roster shrunk when
six men who were expected
to go out for the team this
season chose not to.
Looking back on what has
to be a disappointing season,
Glines was asked to pick out
a bright spot which he said,
was the progress of his
sophomores. "We knew it
was going to be long and
tough because of the schedule and the tough con-

ference. The sophomores
have gained valuable experience. We are the least
experienced team in the conference," Glines said.
"Johnny Skinner has come
along well. His whole game
has improved. Jan Adamson
gives us everything he has.
He knows he has to improve
his shooting. Leon Beauchman has played well and
given us good scoring and
Chris Sorenson and Dove
Paul have contributed much
especially in the last UOP
game," Glines added. The
Spartans lost that oner 103 to
87.

daP
ANYWHERE

Led by quick, sharp
shooting guard Maurice
Harpers 35 points the St.
Marys frosh defeated the
SJS Frosh Saturday night at
Moraga, 99-86.
Tomorrow night the Frosh
host San Francisco State’s
JV team in what will be their
final solo performance in the
Spartan Gym. They will
appear there again, but as
preliminary attraction to the
varsii.jr games.
The Spartans have not
met the Gators in a couple
the
Leading
seasons.
Spartans will be Pete
Roberts who has taken over
the scoring lead with a 14
point scoring average. Not
far back are Brad Metheany,
averaging 13 points agame
and Don Orndorff, averaging
12 points agame.
Against St. Marys the
Spartans saw their record
slip to 7-40, Jim Meyer, a
graduate student in physical
education and assistant
frosh coach said, "We played
out worst half of the season
and were down by 20 at

halftime. Some of our kids
showed us some guts and
came back in the second
halt." Meyer conducted
practices last week while
frosh coach Dave Waxrnan
was in the Southland recruiting.
Guard Roberts hit for 24
Saturday night against St.
Marys and Tom Clayton
tossed in 21 points and
grabbed 21 rebounds for the
Spartans, but that was not
enough
According to Meyer, the
frosh comeback in the
second portion was aided by
Metheany who had 14 points,
most of them in the second
half.
"Harper is fast and quick.
Wherever he shot the ball,
outside or inside, it went in"
Meyer said. "He’s good and
when he’s on its hard to
contain him."
During semester break the
Spartans
slipped
by
previously
unbeaten
Stanford 81 to 80 as Roberts
and Metheany teammed for
48 points.
z

Hassled by the crowded
parking conditions?
Get it together and park
with ease, knowing we
will be kind to your car.

FREE HERE TEA at the Christanada
Natural Foods. Open? days, 9 a.m. 7
pen. 35 S. 4th St. 287.5410.
FOR ENGAGED GIRLS -come to San
Jose’s finest Bridal ShowBriclal Festi
val 71 in the Jay McCabe Hall, San
Jose Civic Abe. on Feb. 20 & 21, 1971.
Six big shows. Top.rated musical,
Trousseau & Bridal Fashion Show. For
can 257.3161 or
your FREE
write Show Manager, 19144 Brookview
Dr. Saratoga, Calif. 95070.

FREE Couch and folding bed, Call
Tom 295-5781.

rn

Males.Seniorsgrad. Students. Full
time part time yOur own hours.
Personable, aggressive, professional.
Earn up to S7.43 ,hr. Call American
Express Robert Ivory, 14151 375.4230
collect!

z‘t-i:art

6L110111101161

1401 So. 1st
dr At Alma
292-1266
SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS
(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)

POPULATION SERVICIII. INC.
, Chapel Hill, N. C. 1731i
IDS N. Columbia It., Dept. Al
Gentlernen. Pleas* send me
Sample package (remittance
enclosed
Pull details without
Name

Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr. sedan. 5100
327.6160.

63 Olds Cutlass, wht bucket seats auto.
mat ic floor shift, heater, -edio fine car
best offer. Call 356.8364,
1961 SAAB: with low mileage: air
conditioning; & radial ply tires. Call
Mike at 287 4840 eves or 2916411 cot
2404 days

OFFICIALs
IGRING ’DAYS
406

February 10th
9 o’clock to 5 pm
Spartan Bookstore

ASK ABOUT

GukftFRPAE

$ 1 0 . 50
ovroint

FOUR -WEEK
SHIPMENT

fOHN ROBERTS

Old books, postcards, newspapers,
furniture, glassware, collectables of
all kinds. 957 So 1st,

Girls, 3 speed, 26 inch
BICYCLE
(Full Size) In good condition. 140 216.
2157,
Put Your Hands on my ’66 Yamaha.
100 cc twins you’ll never let go. Only
5175, Call Phil 289.9681 eve.
SKIS (Head) For Salo 210 Standard:
Marker toe, flex cable. Sive 12 Sects.
ALL 575. Call Wes: 295,2657,
WATERBEDS. From ISO, All sizes
incl. Round & 749 Jumbo Sexually
benef ic. Alive, Moving w you, en
hancing your energies Healthy, float
log freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201
Delman Ave, 1 ml from SJS on Park
Ave Will trade waterbed for ??,
Phone anytime BUG 1263

0.1.1 .300 OW, Oft 0,15

lierner2.

our22,...2

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
jackets. camping supplies, Navy pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denimwool
whites), London Bobby Capes, Spanish
Leather Jackets. HIPPIE FASH
401,40s rus.
lei, ’s
3RD HAND STORE. 375 E. Hedding
St. S.J. Also: 7036 Thornton ave
Newark. 10.5 Mon. Thurs 10.6 Fri. &
Sat

P p.

RMT NEEDED 560 mo own room be
turn apt pool sauna 15 min from
campus. Call Lois or Sandy 377.9075.

n
fl

Earl Owens Conuratr on 9th Wedding
yngst son’s 2nd
Anniversary
birthday Best wishes to wife +
Family. Honesty is Best Policy. 298.
6434

if

Permanent Hair Removal. Face end
Body. Darlene M. Miller. RE.24, No.
Third. San Jose, 295 0995.
RESPONSIBLE ENCOUNTER
Thurs. nights Feb. lith-Aptil. I. 8 wks
and marathon 590-Call Phil Dolph
266.0135 or Leila Whitcornbe 353 2032.

IRANSPOklelION

’9

1er1414 Igl,’"sr,ratrr,i6T4
FELLOWS Rooms for rent - Willow
Glen Area 550 Mo, w.Kitchen Priv 294
7579 Congenial Atmosphere.
For rent 2 rms, turn bath, ref ig, no
stove. UPI & elec paid Quiet single or
grad, 5 blIcs from sch. $65 rno, 665 5.
10th, 295.1255 after 6.

NW. YIANIED 141
Swim coach needed for period April
thru Sept 1971 for AAU Swim &
Racquet Club Additional Employ
rnent available as life guard I. Swim
instructor if desired Phone 252 2940 or
244 1691 or mail resume to suite 142187
Moorpark Ave. San Jose 95128.

Girls: turn, 2 bdrm apt.
blk SJS. No
lease required. Freshly deco 451 S
10th St. 10 am, to 2 p.m. CY2 1327.
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
To share? bdrrn apt Royal Lanai $58
p mob non smokers 259-7621.

STUDENT RAVEL, TRIPS, CHAR
TERS EUROPE, ORIENT, AROUND
THE WORLD. Write. STOP. 2150C
Shattuck Berkeley CAL 94704 or see
TRAVEL AGENT.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS,
several schedules available from West
Coast to London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt Winter flights S260 to 632.5
roundtrip, or S150 one way. Carer.
dinator; Prof Margaret R. Peal 247
Roycroft Ave. Long Beach, 90803.
Phone 713 438-2179

FREE COTTAGE for girl Exchange
li 2 hrs. homework per day. Car neces
sary. 14750 Clayton rd 258.1276.

nun

Deluge 2 Bedroom apt. all electric
kitchen carpets drapes, water paid
5135 (adults/ 1167 S. 6th St. reel.

Earn at home. Address envelopes full
or part time Send stamped. self
addressed envelope. SCC Dept. 5,
11090 Strathmore No. 17, L.A., Ca.
90024
College Students. Respectable part
time sales on commission basis. Will
train call collect 623.0915 or 475.9907.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Australia.
Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
Students, all professionals and
occupations 5700 to 53000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing,
free information. Write OVERSEAS
RESEARCH BUREAU. Box 5591.56
San Diego, Ca. 92105.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE WITH one other 12 berm apt.
2 blks from SJS 287 0205, 160 N 5th St
No. 5 565.

LAV

Girl S60 mod. fur 2 berm apt. 2 blk
SJS. Pool own rm Late nite calls OK
298 1333.

C’AMICL5,

1051 AND FOUND 15)

LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live?
Better hurry. Limited spaces avail.
able in the College residence halls.
Applications may be picked up in the
housing off ice 319 So, 15th St. NO. 6.

Kech
LOST . 12wk.old pup . Shop
Hound
lost 1-9 near Reed & 5th
Black clan with white noise, rt front
paw 294 2464

LOOKINGFOR A PLACE to live?
Better hurry! Limited spaces avail
able in the College residence halls.
Applications may be picked up in the
housing off ice 319 So, 15th St. No 6.
LUNCH COUNTER. Christanada
Natural Foods. 35 S. 4th. Open? days, 0
a.m. to 7 p.m. 287 5410.

HOUSING 61
2 Bdrm, 1’, bath w w cpts, drapes,
ASK,, very clean enclosed parking,
5190 598 So. 9th 207-0854. 286.1350
Rent Furnished Eichler Home 3
Bedrm 2 bath Feb 1 to Jun I, Amts.
Willow Glen area 269.6954.

CHRISTANADA NATURAL FOODS.
Ginsegg, vitamins minerals, Snack
bar, organic grains, organic produce,
Juce bar Yoga literature, macrobiotic
food, cook books. spiritual books,
incense 35 S. 4th St Open 7 days. 9
a.m. 7 p.m 287.5410.

Spartan Daily
Classified

TV’S FOR RENT
SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE $900 per month. Call
377.2935

Men.Close to Campus, Clean, Quiet.
Grad upper div. Single Rooms w kit.
Priv Call 795.8781 295 2355.
Male Roommate needed for Spring
Sem. to share lg. 1 berm apt. modern.
2 blks from campus. 565. Upper div &
Studious, 294 7241
ROOM Men singles or doubles. Fur
nace heat, wall to wall carpet quiet.
406 South 11th
Liberal Female Roommate Needed
immect Prefer up div own Rm. in 3
Bdrm apt. Near Campus. 56333 ino
Call 295 6589
Small 2 berm. apt & ow 3 bdrrn. apt.
5150 and S185. 628 S 10th St 297 6723

Keep a clean machine. Cars rubbed
Out, waxed while you’re In class.
Reasonable Park 75 S 7th Ask for Bob.
GLIDER GUIDERS GOOD SOARING
WEATHER isbeginning now & it you
have been considering taking lessons
you are in luck Fremont gliding, at
the Fremont airport Dixon Landing
Road, is offering discount rates to
students Call 657 9951 days or 287 7828
eves ask for Jeff
RENT A TV OR STEREO No Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service. Call
Esche’s 251 2598

Phone
294-6414,
Ext. 2465

4

No refunds on cencebed ede P int your ad here:
(Count approximately 39 letters and
days
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

ohs.wn gnaw
men.

Girls: turn. 2 bdrrn apt.
blk SJS. No
lease required. Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m, CY2 1327.

CLASSIFIED RATES
minim
Tipee lines
One day

Ade In.
amount tor
each addi
bona! line

78 So. 4th St.

"Big Sur A Frame, Isolated, Pool &
other facilities suitable for a small
summer camp. 48 acres 1,69,500" P.O.
box 3682,Carrnel, Ca. 93921

Cycle Helmet, never worn. Small 612.
Brass like bed dble metres’ 525. Pick
up mounted tool box large metal $13.
G E. auto washer works fine, yellow.
S25. Call 287 3125.

3 lines
4 lines
S lines
if lines

SILVA
SERVICE

Fur. Studio Apt. women only, 298 3582
o block to college 565. Utilities
included.

PIRSONAIS

3:

Getting Married? Beautiful 2 pc
diamond wedding set; written
appraisal at 5750: asking 5350: terms:
252.4318.

Zip

State

City

Santa Clara
6th
Come see us! or call 297-1738 Open 10-9 Daily

For Rent: Off ice with adjoining photo.
graphic dark room One half block
from library. Exc, location for school
affiliated business office. 560.mo.

SECRETARY HELPER WANTED
Please call Mr. Lo at 960-2871

/OR 561.1

Thu program lo endorsed by the Cnnintuntry and Fondly Study
Center of the Univereity of Chicago

acFarlarke

Candies and Ice Cream

1960 VW good condition, new tires,
radio, heater, sun roof, must sell 5300
or best offer. 941 7332.

61 VW Completely rebuilt, must sell,
5500, Call Connie after 4,30 at 247.4663.
Have a nice day.

details.

for full

AT

Female inommate needed fOr large 2
bedroom apt with pool. Upper division
& non smoky. S52.50 Call 289.8170.

Help! 1 or 2 Babysitters needed for 3
yr, old girl while mother attends night
classes on M,T.W,TH. 298-5451.

SS Chevy 2 door soden. 264 54313

We believe you’re entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying
contraceptives. We’re a nonprofit family planning agency and we
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men’s products (including two new European imports)-but we have nonprescription foam for women, too. And a
wide assortment of books and pac.iphlets to answer your questions
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and
ecology.,
each of
Interested? Send $4 for package of mixed samples (3
or write
five condom brands, including both British imports)

Sweets lat You* Stoat

USED BOOKS 8. RECORDS. Mostly
half price. Best selection used paper
Sacks in town, especially science
fiction, occult, classics. We buy
records in good condition, quality
books always. Check us out. Recycle
Books. 186 So. 2nd Street, Open 10-10.

FOR SALE 4 650.13 Snow & Mud
Tires. Good Cond. Call Dan at 297.0273.
510 for set. or 948.9308.

1940 PORSCHE 5-98, MUST SELL!
Good cond., needs some work. S1500.00
cash only 371,4886 after 5,30 p.m.

MOM

Serving SJS students for 34 yeart

ANNOLIN( POINTS

JEWELRY Custom Designed In gold.
silver Wedding Bands, Pendants and
rings from 520. Call 262 4597

Superbly prepared
t?;1
food served in a
14Fcharming atmosphere.
Excellent service.

compete in both compulsories and optionals.
Cal has always been a
strong opponent for SJS and
gave the Spartans tough
competition in every event,
particularly in parallel bars
bar.
horizontal
and
However,Turpin, Cooper and
Sweeney secured the first
three places in long horse
vaulting, which greatly
helped the team score.
Another strong point for
San Jose was the ring event,
with the performances of
Turpin and Ed Sparacino.
The next home meet for
the Spartans will be
February 12, against U.C.
Santa Barbarta and Chico
State.

fin

Spartan Daily Classifieds

CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING CENTER (in Palo Alto, &INF
day, Jan. 16 by Sportin’ Life S300 Any
car & beginners welcome. Start any.
time between 6 & 9 p.m.

-

Frosh Cagers Entertain
Gators Tomorrow Night

against Stanford was the
highest team score of the
year.
There was a different twist
to the Reno meet where
Turpin,
Sweeney
and
performed
Cooper,
compulsory routines instead
of optional.
In compulsory competition
each performer does a
routine which is the same
and is usually not as difficult
as an optional. Coach
Jennett felt his team was
strong enough to beat
Nevada even by doing
compulsories and this meet
would give Turpin, Sweeney
and Cooper a chance to
practice for the conference
meet in which they must

Robert I.00se, 36, an offen- was ranked sixth in Northern
sive line coach for five years California.
In 1964 while at Galt, I.00se
at San Joaquin Delta
College, as named offen- was named Sacramento
sive line coach for SJS last County High School Football
Wednesday by head coach Coach of the Year.
Loose attended San Mateo
Bewey King.
Loose, who was also a head JC, 1952-53, and earned his
coach for Galt Joint Union B.S. Degree in Physical
High School from 1962-66, Education from Brigham
was named to replace: for- Young University in 1956. In
mer line coach Bob Grottkau 1961, he received his M.S. in
who resigned after the 1970 Physical Education from
Washington State,
grid season.
’I am looking torward to
the challenge of rebuilding
the SJS forward wall," said
Loose. "I am also very
pleased to be working with a
person like Coach King."
ALTA
s
Prior to his assignment as
the Spartan offensive line
SUN VALLEY
coach, Loose spent 1966-70
SQUAW
coaching at San Joaquin
BAN FF
Delta College in Stockton.
JACKSON HOLE
His other experience as a
ASPEN
high school coach came in
1957-59. The first two years,
For pore information, Contact:
he was head coach at Grant
Union High School in Del
Paso Heights, and in 1959 his
Jackson High School team
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